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Abstract 
Research within the area of aquaponics is mostly focusing on technical perspectives such as 

aquaculture, hydroponics, and engineering. There are also few existing commercial 

aquaponics businesses globally and little knowledge about how aquaponic business model 

develop in practice. This study’s aim was to examine contextual factors that enable and 

inhibit developments of aquaponic business model. The purpose was to create in-depth 

insights on how aquaponic business model are developed in practice and what factors that 

affect the development towards a circular bio-economy. The unit of analysis was the Swedish 

company Peckas Tomater. A qualitative methodology was chosen and it had an inductive 

approach. A case study was conducted with five semi-structured interviews.  

This study’s major conclusions were that the most significant internal factors that enabled the 

development of Peckas Tomater’s business model towards circular bio-economy were key 

persons, Pecka Nygårds knowledge, and internal culture. The most significant external 

enabling factor was the mature market. Difficulty to find key persons and energy consumption 

was the two most significant internal constraining factors while legislations were the most 

significant external constraining factor.  

It could be stated that Peckas Tomater potentially can be seen as a business that contributes to 

a circular economy and circular bio-economy since they use the latest technology regarding 

aquaponics, only uses renewable energy, have excluded plastic, and is seen to create positive 

societal impacts. Aquaponics have therefore the potential of making food production more 

sustainable due to the closed circular system that enables reuse of materials. However, it 

could be argued that aquaponics cannot be the only solution. 
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Sammanfattning 
Den forskning gällande akvaponi som publicerats har främst utgått utifrån ett tekniskt 

perspektiv, som till exempel vattenkulturen, hydroponi och det tekniska systemet. Det finns 

dessutom få befintliga kommersiella akvaponiska företag globalt och väldigt lite kunskap 

gällande hur akvaponiska affärsmodeller utvecklas i praktiken. Denna studie syftar till att 

undersöka kontextuella faktorer som möjliggör och hämmar utvecklingen av akvaponiska 

affärsmodeller. Syftet är att skapa en fördjupad förståelse för hur akvaponiska affärsmodeller 

utvecklas i praktiken och vilka faktorer som påverkar utvecklingen mot en cirkulär bio-

ekonomi. Det svenska företaget Peckas Tomater var studiens utgångspunkt varvid en 

kvalitativ metod valdes med ett induktivt tillvägagångssätt. En fallstudie genomfördes med 

fem halvstrukturerade intervjuer. 

De främsta slutsatserna från studien var att de viktigaste interna faktorerna som möjliggjorde 

utvecklingen av Peckas Tomaters affärsmodell mot en cirkulär bio-ekonomi var 

nyckelpersoner, Pecka Nygårds kunskap och den interna kulturen. Den viktigaste externa 

möjliggörande faktorn var den mogna marknaden. Svårigheten att hitta nyckelpersoner och 

energiförbrukningen var de två viktigaste interna faktorerna som begränsade utvecklingen 

medan lagstiftningen var den viktigaste externa begränsningsfaktorn. 

Peckas Tomater kan potentiellt anses vara ett företag som bidrar till en cirkulär ekonomi och 

cirkulär bio-ekonomi eftersom de använder den senaste tekniken inom akvaponi, endast 

använder förnybar energi, har uteslutit plast och anses skapa positiva samhällsekonomiska 

effekter. Akvaponiska odlingar har därför potentialen att göra livsmedelsproduktionen mer 

hållbar på grund av det stängda cirkulära systemet som möjliggör återanvändning av material. 

Det kan dock hävdas att akvaponiska odlingar inte kan vara den enda lösningen. 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the background for the chosen topic and it will highlight the problems 

that have emerged within this area. It also describes the study’s relevance to the research 

field, its aim, and research questions. This chapter also includes the study’s delimitations and 

outline. 

1.1 Background 
The human overuse and abuse of natural resources have pushed the global ecosystems to a 

verge (Rockström et al., 2009). In research, there is a general agreement that it is the 

environmental, social and economic challenges that drive the need for improved solutions for 

food systems (Köning et al., 2018). These challenges are socially constructed and are shaped 

by a particular time and space context. On the production side, the increase in food demand 

cannot be sustained by using more natural resources and on the consumption side, changes 

need to be made to improve food security in developing countries (Köning et al., 2018; Van 

der Goot et al., 2016). To achieve sustainability within food production there is a need for 

innovations that exceed the traditional paradigms and that account for the complexity 

regarding sustainability. One strategy is to change the way the food is being processed and 

another is to change the way the food is being produced, by changing the technology while 

also trying to change consumer behavior (Van der Goot et al., 2016).  

Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2019) presents Circular economy (CE) for food as a potential 

model to achieve sustainability since it has the opportunity to bring economic, health, and 

environmental benefits. Circular food systems can be described as regenerative, resilient, non-

wasteful, and healthy (ibid.). In these systems, Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2019) argues 

that there is a benefit of locating the farmers closer to the consumer through urban farming. 

Fertilizer and pesticides should be minimized and digital solutions have the opportunity to 

meet supply and demand that creates a less wasteful, on-demand system. Another concept that 

also reconciles economic, environmental and social challenges is Bio-economy (BE). CE and 

BE are two different concepts that have developed in parallel, however, according to 

Hetemäki et al. (2017), these need to be connected to reinforce each other. Hetemäki (2017) 

introduces the concept Circular bio-economy (CBE), which, according to Antikainen et al. 

(2017a), has the opportunity to present new functions for bio-based materials, such as longer 

lifecycle, improved endurance, and less toxicity, which CE cannot provide alone. CBE are 

often referred to as a dream scenario but that lacks a contextual attachment. However, due to 

the environmental, social and economic challenges being socially constructed it is important 

when developing a CBE to consider that specific context.  

A way to conceptualize CBE is through a Business Model (BM) that is created for the specific 

context to where the environmental, social and economic challenges are socially constructed. 

A BM can be described in several ways, however, this study will define a BM according to 

Richardson’s (2008) definition where it is based on three different components, the value 

proposition, value creation and delivery, and value capture. A BM is often seen as a driver of 

competitiveness since it defines how the business is positioned on the market compared to 

competitors (Chesbrough, 2007; Chesbrough 2010). The design of a BM is considered as a 

strategic priority for managers and their companies since it demonstrates how a business 

intends to make money (Osterwalder et al., 2010). When businesses try to develop a circular 

thinking into their BM, a circular business model (CBM) can be created (Lewandowski, 

2016). CBM can be seen as a subcategory to BM (Antikainen & Valkokari, 2016), which 

considers a wider group of stakeholder interest, such as the society and the environment 
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(Bocken et al., 2014). According to Reichel et al. (2016), repair, reuse, refurbishment, 

remanufacture, sharing, take-back, and recycling are all common activities which involve 

value creation in a CBM. This opposes from the linear model where value creation mainly 

involves virgin materials.  

Controlled Environmental Farming (CEA) can be seen as the modification of the natural 

environment to optimize plant growth and quality (Jensen, 2002). These modifications can be 

made both above ground and in the root environments to increase the crop yield, lengthen the 

growing season and allow plant growth during periods that are usually not used. Most 

hydroponic systems are, according to Love et al. (2014), performed in controlled 

environmental facilities, such as a greenhouse and can be traced back to the work by Dr. 

William Gericke at the University of California in the year 1929. The science behind 

hydroponic is to grow plants in a nutrient solution without soil, eliminating the soil-borne 

diseases and weeds (Sheikh, 2006).   

Aquaponics is an example of an integration between agriculture and aquaculture (Kloas et al., 

2015) and applies the methods developed by the hydroponics industry (Love et al., 2014). It is 

also considered to be a possible way to improve food systems and make them more circular 

and sustainable (Van der Goot et al., 2016; Love et al., 2014). According to Love et al. 

(2014) it is also common for aquaponic production to use greenhouses and controlled 

environmental agriculture methods to increase crop yields. To produce fish and annual plants 

combined is not new, it has been practiced since ancient times. However, modern-day 

aquaponics, where aquaculture and soil-less vegetable production (hydroponics), are 

combined is still quite new and popular worldwide (Junge et al., 2017). Blidariu and Grozea 

(2011) state that one of the benefits with aquaponics is that dissolved fish water can provide 

nutrition to plants which, according to Rakocy et al. (2006), can reduce emissions to the 

environment, counteract the eutrophication problem and make the food production more 

circular. However, many producers struggle with making a profit due to the high capital 

investment, high level of knowledge, consistency and reliability of input, and the willingness 

from the market to pay a higher price for the products due to the high production cost. 

Aquaponics could potentially contribute to sustainability through technology since it changes 

the way food is being produced. However, in order to establish these systems, BMs that are 

adapted for aquaponics and the closed circular process need to be developed. 

1.2 Problem 
Research within the area of aquaponics is mostly focusing on technical perspectives such as 

aquaculture, hydroponics, water quality, microbiology, and engineering (Van Woensel et al., 

2015). Van der Goot et al. (2016) and Love et al., (2014) state that the technology of 

aquaponics has the potential to improve food systems and make them more sustainable. 

According to Richardson (2008) and Chesbrough (2010), BMs can be seen as vehicles for 

technology appropriation and can also be used as an analytical lens to understand the 

objective of firms.  

There are today few existing commercial aquaponics businesses globally and very little 

knowledge about how aquaponics BMs develop in practice. The lack of knowledge regarding 

existing aquaponic BMs also suggests that there are few businesses that have succeeded in 

making aquaponics a profitable business. This may also be due to the high capital 

investments, high level of knowledge, and the consistency and reliability of input that is 

required in an aquaponic business (Rakocy et al., 2006, Somerville et al., 2014; FAO, 2016). 

According to Köning et al. (2018), there is a lack in the overall empirical understanding of the 
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concept aquaponics as a technological innovation system and its empirical perspective on 

functional activities. One way to study how aquaponics develops in practice is to not look at 

businesses as organizational entities that use this system, but to look at BMs in which this 

technology is appropriated and used. By building on this analytical approach it will allow a 

micro level perspective to understand how aquaponics BMs are developed in its context.  

It can, therefore, be concluded that there is a gap in knowledge regarding how BMs for 

aquaponics are developed in practice and in its context. Due to this gap, this study contributes 

to the empirical research field regarding BMs for aquaponics by examining what contextual 

factors affect the development of a BM towards CBE. To understand contextual factors that 

shape business development, this study’s analytical perspective is based on the work of 

Gouldson (2008). Contextual factors are separated in terms of internal and external. Internal 

factors are for example governance structure, corporate culture, and capacity for innovation 

and the external factors are for example government, market, and civil society.  

1.3 Aim and research questions 
This study aims to examine contextual factors that enable and inhibit developments of 

aquaponic business models. The purpose is to create in-depth insights on how aquaponic 

business model are developed in practice and what factors that affect the development 

towards a circular bio-economy.  

Research questions: 
 What contextual factors enable the development of aquaponic business models

towards a circular bio-economy?

 What contextual factors inhibit the development of aquaponic business models

towards a circular bio-economy?

1.4 Unit of analysis 
The unit of analysis in this study is the Swedish company Peckas Tomater. They were chosen 

because they possesses the largest commercial aquaponics in Europe with salmon trout and 

tomatoes, cultivated in a closed system (Peckas, 2019). Peckas Tomater claims that their 

aquaponic contributes to an environmentally sustainable society since they use the latest 

technology where the fish nourish the tomato plants and the tomato plants cleanse the water, 

which prevents emissions from both the fish and the tomato cultivation (Peckas Naturodlingar 

AB, 2017). Their business concept is to provide locally produced and high-quality vegetables 

and fishes to the growing market (Peckas Naturodlingar AB, 2017). The objective is to lead 

the development in large-scale aquaponics and in this way become the market leader in 

providing food from aquaponics. Due to this, Peckas Tomater is used as a practical example 

that potentially could highlight crucial insights regarding the development of an aquaponic 

BM towards CBE.    

1.5 Delimitations 
This study only looks at aquaponics from a business perspective and does not focus on it as a 

technological innovation. A case study will be conducted on the aquaponic business Peckas 

Tomater in order to create in-depth insights about aquaponic BMs and how they move 

towards CBE. BMs do not evolve in a vacuum, therefore Peckas Tomater’s local context will 

be examined. As mentioned before, there is very few commercial aquaponics that has 

succeeded on the market and due to this, only a single case study will be included.  
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1.6 The outline of the study 
To help orient the reader, the outline of the study is illustrated in Figure 1. In the introductory 

chapter (chapter 1), the background to the chosen topic is first presented and then the study’s 

problem is highlighted. This chapter also includes the aim of the study, the research questions 

and the delimitations that was made. The next chapter (chapter 2), presents the methodology 

that will be used in the collection of both theoretical and empirical data. The following 

chapter, (chapter 3), presents the theoretical framework, which later was used in the 

discussion chapter. The next chapter in this study (chapter 4) presents the empirical data that 

was collected from the case company Peckas Tomater and is followed by the discussion and 

analysis (chapter 5). There, the empirical data is linked to the conceptual framework in order 

to answer the questions of the thesis. The final chapter (chapter 6) answers the aim and 

presents the conclusions drawn from this case study. 

Figure 1. The outline of the study. (Own processing). 
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2 Methodology 
This chapter presents the method and research approach that has been used in this study to be able to 

collect empirical and theoretical data. It also describes ethical and quality assurance issues related to 

this study, delimitations and chosen method to analyze the collected data.  

2.1 Research approach 
As mentioned before, this study aims to examine contextual factors that enable and inhibit 

developments of aquaponic BMs towards CBE. A qualitative method will, therefore, be used 

where the emphasis of data collection is on words rather than quantification (Bryman & Bell, 

2015). A qualitative methodology is, according to Golafshani (2003) and Bryman and Bell 

(2015), characterized by its contextual focus when studying a phenomenon. The aim is to 

develop an understanding of the social context and how people interpret it. The approach is 

also focusing on social characteristics, which are a result of an interaction between people. 

Golafshani (2003) argues that both qualitative and quantitative methodologies have to be 

tested to show their credibility. In qualitative studies, it is the researcher who is the instrument 

that can affect the credibility. 

This study will have an inductive approach where the theory is going to be generated through 

the collected data. The results are going to be generated through real-life situations, which 

will be developed naturally rather than by statistical measurements. The research will have an 

interpretivist epistemology, which is social science oriented since it divides society and nature 

because they differ (Bryman & Bell, 2015). It will focus on humans and their institutions 

were the social reality is different for all people. The ontological position will be 

constructionist, which aims to see social phenomena that are created continually by social 

actors who interact with each other (ibid.). Researchers using this ontological position are 

presenting a specific version of the social reality rather than one that can be seen as definitive. 

Therefore, constructionism claims that there are many subjective realities out there. 

2.2 Literature review 
A narrative literature review was done in the initial process to gain an impression of the 

selected topic and also to help develop the conceptual framework used in this study. 

According to Bryman and Bell (2015), a literature review could help the researcher by giving 

ideas to the content, by showing previous research, and by giving the researcher the 

opportunity to learn from other's mistakes. Bryman and Bell (2015) state that a literature 

review either can be systematic or narrative, however, they argue that a narrative review is 

more suitable for a qualitative research method due to the greater flexibility of the review. Yin 

(2013) states that a narrative literature review is less strict compared to a systematic and, 

therefore, it gives the researcher an opportunity to discover new and in-depth understandings 

of the topic. Furthermore, an important factor to consider is that a narrative literature review 

tends to easily become unfocused and more comprehensive than a systematic review.  

To enable to find relevant articles, books, and reports within the area databases such as Primo, 

Google Scholar, Web of Science, and Retriever Business was used. Keywords such as 

"Business model”, “Circular business model”, “Aquaponics”, “Circular Economy”, “Bio-

economy”, “Circular bio-economy” and “Controlled environmental farming” were used to 

specify the search and to reduce the number of items. Relevant articles were then sorted after 

if it was peer-reviewed, its relevance to the study and if it was well-cited to ensure its quality 

and increase the trustworthiness of the study.  
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2.3 Sampling strategy 
According to Patton (1990), the sampling approach is one of the most obvious differences 

between quantitative and qualitative methods. Qualitative research typically focuses on in-

depth, small samples, which is selected purposefully. Quantitative research is on the other 

hand typically depended on larger samples, selected randomly. Patton (1990) claims that it is 

not only the techniques for sampling that are different but also the logic of each approach 

since the purpose of each strategy is different. In short terms, the purpose of quantitative 

research is to conduct a generalization from the sample to a larger population (ibid.). 

Qualitative research, on the contrary, tries to select information-rich cases for study in depth 

with the purpose to highlight issues and importance to the purpose of the research (ibid.).  

Coyne (1997) claims that in qualitative research, sampling strategy is a complex issue since it 

is described in many different ways in the literature. Some definitions are even overlapping 

which creates confusion, particularly when discussing purposeful and theoretical sampling 

(ibid.). Theoretical sampling is often associated with grounded theory, developed by Glaser 

and Strauss in 1967. Grounded theory can be understood as ”...the discovery of theory from 

data systematically obtained from social research”(Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p.2). Theoretical 

sampling can, therefore, be seen as a method of analyzing qualitative data with the purpose to 

produce a theory.  

In this study, purposeful sampling will be used. Purposeful sampling can be categorized to a 

wide range of different techniques, where several, authors have all made diverse divisions. 

This study will use the technique, coined by Patton (1990), called extreme (or deviant) case 

sampling. This technique was chosen because it is used for cases that are special or unusual in 

some way, for example, it highlights cases with notable outcomes, failures or successes. This 

study will focus on Peckas Tomater, which in this perspective can be seen as a successful 

business since they have been able to develop a circular thinking in their aquaponic business 

model. Therefore, Peckas Tomater will be used as a practical example that potentially could 

highlight crucial insights regarding the development of aquaponic business models. Patton 

(1990) argues that these extreme (or deviant cases) are useful in the sense that they provide 

significant insight into a specific phenomenon, which can help future research and practice 

within the specific area. Therefore, this technique suits this research since the goal is to 

provide notable insights about the development of aquaponic business models which will be 

useful for both the academia and businesses.  

2.3.1 Case study 
Cresswell (2013) presents five different approaches to qualitative inquiry; narrative research, 

phenomenology, grounded theory, ethnography, and case study. In this study, a case study 

will be conducted where the unit of analysis is Peckas Tomater. A case study is, according to 

Bryman and Bell (2015), detailed and has the opportunity to describe the specific nature and 

complexity of a phenomenon. It allows the researcher to investigate a specific area through 

one or several cases within a bounded system (ibid.). This bounded system or multiple 

bounded systems, are investigated over time through detailed and in-depth data collection 

involving multiple sources of information, for example through observations and interviews. 

Cresswell (2013) argues that a case study can be a single case study or multiple case studies. 

This thesis will conduct a single case study since it will only investigate Peckas Tomater. This 

is due to the chosen aim, research questions, and the unit of analysis. The aim is not to 

compare different businesses but to highlight crucial insights of Peckas Tomater that can be 

educational for other businesses and to the research area of aquaponic BMs. Another reason 
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for not doing a multiple case study is that there is very few commercial aquaponics that has 

succeeded on the market and is therefore not relevant for this study. 

2.3.2 Semi-structured interviews 
According to Bryman and Bell (2015), the two major types of interviews are called structured 
(standardized) and semi-structured interviews. The main difference between those two is that 
structured interviews emphasize specific questions and often offer the interviewee a fixed 
range of answers.  

In this study, semi-structured interviews were conducted with Elena Petukhovskaya (CEO), 

Hugo Wikström (Co-founder), Carina Åberg (Marketing director), Andrea Gambardella 

(Technology consultant), and Pecka Nygård (founder) from the chosen company, Peckas 

Tomater (see table 1). In order to gather important insights about their context and their social 

interactions, these interviews were conducted at their facilities in Härnösand. This also made 

it possible to create an understanding of how the business function as a whole. These persons 

were chosen because they represent different parts of the company as a way for the authors to 

receive a wider perspective. Semi-structured interviews, unlike structured interviews, are 

flexible and focus on the respondents’ own perceptions and interpretations in order to get 

comprehensive and detailed answers (Bryman & Bell, 2015). These interviews have been 

used in this study as they allow the interviewers to determine in advance the topics that the 

interviews should concern and, in part, direct the respondent to respond within these areas 

(ibid.). An important aspect for the interviewer is to avoid leading questions, as it is the 

respondents’ own perspective the interviewer want to reach (ibid.). It is also important to 

acknowledge that the answers could be biased which may have affected the results.  

Table 1. Interview scheme. (own processing). 

Wilson (2014) states that a semi-structured interview should be chosen when the researcher 

has some information about a topic but wants to gather greater knowledge by raising new 

issues. The semi-structured interview is also suited when dealing with complex issues since 

you are allowed to ask spontaneous questions to explore, deepen understanding, and clarify 

answers to questions (ibid.). Before the interviews were conducted, an interview guide was 

prepared (see Appendix 1). This guide can be seen as a tool for the researcher since it gives 

them an overview of what information they need from the respondents in order to answer the 

chosen research questions. Wilson (2014) presents five things that this guide should include, 
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these are an introduction to the purpose and topic of the interview, list of topics and questions 

to ask about each topic, suggested probes and prompts, and closing comments.  

2.4 Data analysis 
A qualitative content analysis will in this study be conducted after the empirical data is 

collected and transcribed. It was chosen since it allows the researcher to find patterns and 

themes regarding the topic (Zhang & Wildemuth, 2009). Titscher et al. (2000, p.55) claims 

that content analysis is ...”the longest established method of text analysis among the set of 

empirical methods of social investigation”. However, it does not exist one homogenous 

understanding of the method. The book written by Berelson “Content analysis in 

communication research”, was published in 1952 and was at that time the first book which 

included methods and goals of quantitative content analysis (Kohlbacher, 2006). As a critical 

reaction to this book, Kracauer published an article called “The challenge of quantitative 

content analysis”(Kracauer, 1952). Kracauer concluded that the quantitative approach 

neglected the quality of texts and that the importance was to reconstruct contexts (ibid.). He 

also argued that counting or measuring could not demonstrate patterns or wholes. This critical 

reaction was the starting point of the development of qualitative approaches to content 

analysis.  

Babbie (2011, p.304) defines qualitative content analysis as ..“the study of recorded human 

communications”. It can also be seen as a coding operation where the process is to transform 

raw data into a standardized form (Babbie, 2011). According to Zhang and Wildemuth 

(2009), a content analysis allows for the inclusion of various kinds of data. Zhang and 

Wildemuth (2009) present eight general steps that should be included in the content analysis, 

these are preparation of data, defining the unit of analysis, developing categories and coding 

schemes, testing of categories and schemes, coding the data, assessing coding consistency, 

drawing conclusions from coded data and, reporting. Kohlbacher (2006) argues that a content 

analysis would be an appropriate analysis and interpretation method when conducting a case 

study. Remenyi et al. (2002, p. 5-6) states that it as a technique that can be used in order 

…”to transform what is essentially qualitative evidence into some sort of quantitative 

evidence” 

Therefore, content analysis will be conducted in this research since it is concluded to be an 

appropriate method when doing a case study and it will allow the researchers to draw 

conclusions from the coded data. In detail, the content analysis will emphasize what internal 

and external factors that have enabled or inhibit the development of an aquaponic BM 

towards CBE. 

2.5 Ethical and quality assurances issues 
In the conventional positivist research paradigm, criteria such as validity, reliability, and 
objectivity is used to evaluate the quality of the research (Zhang & Wildemuth, 2009). This 

study has an interpretive epistemology and therefore it is more suited to be evaluated based on 

its trustworthiness and authenticity. These alternative criteria should be used instead of 

reliability and validity because they are not built on the presumption that there is a single 

absolute account of social reality (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Instead, Bryman and Bell (2015) 

argue that there are more or several views of reality. Trustworthiness is based on four 

different criteria; credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability. 
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2.5.1 Credibility 
Credibility can be referred to as the “… adequate representation of the constructions of the 

social world under study” (Zhang & Wildemuth, 2009). The criterion wants to ensure that the 

research is done according to "good practice" and that the findings are submitted to members 

of the social world to confirm that they are correctly understood (Bryman & Bell, 2015). 

There are several activities that can be used as tools to improve the credibility of the research, 

for example, prolonged engagement in the fields, persistent observation, triangulation, 

negative case analysis, and respondent validation.  

According to Bryman and Bell (2015), triangulation can be referred to as an approach that 

uses multiple observers, theoretical perspectives, sources of data and methodologies. 

Researchers may use multiple methods such as a literature review and multiple case studies to 

facilitate a deeper understanding of a social phenomenon. The purpose of a respondent 

validation is to receive confirmation from the respondent that the description provided is 

correct. A respondent validation and triangulation are, therefore, going to be made after a 

compilation of the empirical data. 

2.5.2 Transferability 
Transferability is the second criteria of trustworthiness and wants to encourage researchers to 

produce rich accounts of a culture so that others can use them as references (Bryman & Bell, 

2015). To achieve this, detailed and frequent descriptions of the social reality that is being 

studied is required. This sub-criterion can be difficult to achieve in qualitative studies since it 

is an intensive examination of people with common characteristics (Bryman & Bell, 2015). 

This has been taken into account in the selection of semi-structured interviews, where the goal 

was to reach detailed and comprehensive answers. 

2.5.3 Dependability 
The third criteria is dependability and entails that the researcher should adopt an auditing 

approach to ensure that proper procedures have been followed (Bryman & Bell, 2015). This 

means that there should be a complete description of all phases in the research process 

available. For example, problem formulation, selection of interview persons, notes, and 

interview guide. These choices must then be examined by an external party who is to assess 

the quality and how the elections have been applied. However, in qualitative studies, this 

procedure is not common, as the task is time-consuming because of the large amount of data. 

According to Golafshani (2003), dependability as a sub-criterion that is irrelevant in 

qualitative studies. This is because these studies have the purpose of generating an 

understanding and acting as an interpretation of reality and not explaining reality which is the 

purpose in quantitative studies (ibid.).  

This study will be reviewed by several external parties such as an opposition group, a 

supervisor and employees from the chosen company. This paper is therefore examined by 

external parties with different perspectives and insight, which strengthens its dependability. 
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2.5.4 Confirmability 
The last criteria for trustworthiness are confirmability and deals with the researcher’s 

objectivity (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Even though complete objectivity is impossible, it can be 

shown that the researcher acted in good faith without being consciously influenced by 

personal values. If this is not achieved, it can affect the performance and the results generated 

by a study. These arguments have been taken into account when there are difficulties 

regarding the objectivity of both the interviewer and the people who have been interviewed. 

For example, the interviewees can have their own personal agendas, which could affect their 

responses during the interview.  

2.5.5 Authencitity 
Authenticity is a criterion that raises a wider set of issues and are criteria appropriate for 

judging the quality of inquiry (Bryman & Bell, 2015). By presenting different viewpoints 

from the people that were interviewed and controlling if the answers are truthful and genuine 

are two ways to fulfill this criterion. In this study, this was done through respondent 

validation and triangulation to erase the possibility for misunderstandings and untruthful 

answers.  

2.5.6 Ethical considerations 
According to Bryman and Bell (2015), it is important to take ethical considerations when 

doing a qualitative study because of the closeness between the researchers and the 

respondents. To avoid that important information is misunderstood or missed, the interviews 

will be recorded. The information will also be transcribed after the interviews and sent back to 

the respondents to allow them the opportunity to approve the information that will be used in 

the study. The researcher will also explain to the respondent that information from the 

interviews will be used in this study. To be able to ensure the integrity of the respondents and 

as a way to protect their personal data according to GDPR (General Data Protection 

Regulation), a letter of consent was signed by all respondents before the interviews were 

conducted.  

2.6 Critical reflections 
According to Bryman and Bell (2015), a qualitative study often gets to receive criticism for 

being subjective in its assessment where the researchers own opinions affects the outcome. 

Many researchers argue that the researcher's own characteristics such as sex, age and 

personality will affect the study, which will lead to difficulties in replication. Eisenhardt 

(1989) also argues that there is a risk that researchers draw preconceived conclusions about 

the results of a study and about the generalization of the results when doing a case study.  

A common misunderstanding of case study research is that they cannot be generalized 

(Flyvbjerg, 2006). According to Flyvbjerg (2006), it is possible to generalize the results from 

a qualitative study in the sense that once a phenomenon has been proven to exist, it should 

also be considered significant in a broader context. However, it does not have to mean that the 

phenomenon applies to all members of a larger population (ibid.). Yin (2013, p. 10) also 

discusses these problems in his book where he explains it in the sense that case studies ..”does 

not represent a sample, and the investigator´s goal is to expand and generalize theories 

(analytic generalization) and not to enumerate frequencies (statistical generalization)”. This 

study will still use this method since it emphasizes the respondent´s own perceptions and 

interpretations and because it allows the researcher to go into detail and see the contextual 

importance of aquaponic BMs. 
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Wilson (2014) presents several weaknesses related to semi-structured interviews, where 

“interviewer effect” is one of the most common. Attributes such as background, sex, age, and 

other demographics can influence how much information the respondents are willing to share 

with the interviewer. Leading questions is another common problem where the interviewer 

guide the respondents into a specific answer (ibid.). A way to overcome these problems is to 

conduct an interview guide, which was mentioned above. This is a way for the interviewers to 

prepare beforehand and therefore minimize the risk of fall for these weaknesses.  
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3 Literature review and Conceptual framework 
This chapter presents the literature review and conceptual framework that will be used in this 

study. The purpose of the literature review is to introduce the concept of controlled 

environmental farming and aquaponics. The theories that the conceptual framework will be 

built on is divided into two different sections. The first section is about Circular bio-economy 

(CBE), and the second is about Circular business model (CBM). The purpose of this chapter 

is to develop a conceptual framework that will be connected to the empirical findings, and in 

the end, will help to answer the study's research questions.  

3.1 Literature review 
According to Jensen (2002), Controlled Environmental Farming (CEA) can be seen as the 

modification of the natural environment to optimize plant growth and quality. These 

modifications can be made both in the aerospace and in the root environments to increase the 

crop yield, lengthen the growing season and allow plant growth during periods that are 

usually not used. Control can be applied to air and root temperatures, lighting, water, 

humidity, carbon dioxide, and plant nutrients. Most hydroponic systems are according to 

Love et al. (2014) performed in controlled environmental facilities, such as a greenhouse and 

can be traced back to the work by Dr. William Gericke at the University of California in the 

year 1929. The science behind hydroponic is to grow plants in a nutrient solution without soil, 

eliminating the soil-borne diseases and weeds (Sheikh, 2006).   

Aquaponics applies the methods developed by the hydroponics industry (Love et al., 2014) 

and is considered to be a possible way to improve food systems and make them more 

sustainable (Van der Goot et al., 2016). According to Love et al. (2014) is it also common for 

aquaponic production to use greenhouses and controlled environmental agriculture methods to 

increase crop yields. To produce fish and annual plants combined is not new, it has been 

practiced since ancient times. However, modern-day aquaponics, where aquaculture and soil-

less vegetable production (hydroponics) are combined is still quite new and popular 

worldwide (Junge et al., 2017). As mentioned before, the most aquaponic application has a 

theoretical perspective and there are very few studies that go beyond the technical aspect. 

This result in difficulties for practitioners and policymakers due to the lack of practical 

guidelines (Van Woensel et al., 2015).  

Aquaponics is an example of an integration of agriculture and aquaculture (Kloas et al., 

2015). According to Somerville et al. (2014), it is the integration between recirculating 

aquaculture and hydroponics in one production system. Recirculating aquaculture is when, 

after a cleaning and filtering process, the water is reused for the fishes and hydroponics is 

when the cultivation of the plant is carried out in nutrient-rich water and is a soil-less system. 

To combine these two systems creates a polyculture of fish (in tanks) and plants that are 

grown in the same circle of water (Graber & Junge, 2009). According to Blidariu and Grozea 

(2011), the primary goal with aquaponics is to enable reuse of the nutrients found in the fish 

water to cultivate plants. This is one of the benefits with aquaponics, that the dissolved fish 

water can provide nutrition to the plants which according to Rakocy et al. (2006) can reduce 

emissions to the environment and counteract the eutrophication problem. 

Aquaponics is often encouraged in soil-poor areas where water is hard to come by, like in 

urban areas, arid climates, and low-lying islands (FAO, 2016). According to Goda et al. 

(2015), the size of the aquaponics can vary between small-scale production to commercial 

production. However, commercial production at a large scale is not always suitable in the 

location, resulting in failure for many start-ups (FAO, 2016). Many producers also struggle 
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with making a profit due to the high capital investment, high level of knowledge, consistency 

and reliability of input, and the willingness from the market to pay a higher price for the 

products due to the high production cost (Rakocy et al., 2006, Somerville et al., 2014; FAO, 

2016). Therefore, new business models are needed in order to develop these systems.  

3.2 Circular bio-economy (CBE) 
The first section is built on two different concepts, Circular-economy (CE) and Bio-economy 

(BE). The purpose of this section is to introduce two concepts that have developed in parallel, 

but lately in the literature started to be introduced as a combination, called Circular bio-

economy (CBE). The aim is to conduct an introduction to theories which will be important to 

understand before the next section will be presented.  

3.2.1 Circular Economy (CE) 
Circular economy (CE) is a concept that has gained increasing attention of academia, 

businesses, and decisions makers since it is offering an attractive solution for environmentally 

sustainable growth (Antikainen et al., 2017a). CE contradicts the original linear “make-buy-

use-dispose” model where it aims to find a solution for how to maximize the value of 

products and materials and at the same time reduce the usage of natural resources and create 

positive societal and environmental impacts (Antikainen et al., 2017a; Prieto-Sandoval et al., 

2018). Despite the increasing attention the concept has gained today, the knowledge and 

discussions about CE are not new (Kraaijenhagen et al., 2016). According to Ellen MacArthur 

Foundation (2015), the concept cannot be traced back to one single author or date, however, it 

has gained momentum since the late 1970s, influenced by a small number of academics, 

thought-leaders, and businesses. According to Jun & Xiang (2011) is a CE build upon five 

features. First, consumption and production have to move from using energy that is causing 

pollution of the environment to using renewable green energies. Second, consumption of raw 

materials should be minimized and materials that can be recycled should instead be 

prioritized. Third, avoid packaging with the purpose of dumping goods and instead use 

packaging materials that can be recycled. Forth, industrial waste have to be reduced and 

recycled. Fifth, foster recycling resources and reduce life waste landfill and incineration to a 

minimum.  

A design concept that has become important when describing CE is “cradle to cradle”, coined 

by McDonough and Braungart (2002). The concept is built on the assumption that all 

materials that are included in industrial and commercial processes are seen as nutrients. These 

can, in turn, be divided into two main categories, biological and technical cycles. EPEA 

(2019) describes the biological and technical cycles as follows  

“In the biological cycle materials are returned to the biosphere in the form of compost or 

other nutrients, from which new materials can be created. In the technical cycle materials 

that are not used up during use in the product can be reprocessed to allow them to be used in 

a new product” – EPEA (2019) 

The concept Cradle to cradle highlights the safe and productive processes of nature´s 

“biological metabolism” as a model for creating a “technical metabolism” flow of industrial 

materials (McDonough & Braungart, 2002). Therefore, products should be developed for 

continued recovery and utilization as biological and technological nutrients within these 

metabolisms. The concept differentiates from conventional recycling and eco-efficiency since 

it highlights eco-effectiveness and shows more than just the humans' negative impact on the 

environment (EPEA, 2019). CE is, according to Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2015), based 
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on three different principles; preserve and enhance natural capital, optimize resource yields, 

and foster system effectiveness by revealing and designing out negative externalities. These 

principles can be transformed into six different business actions; REgenerate, Share, 

Optimise, Loop, Virtualise, and Exchange, referred to as the ReSolve framework (see table 2). 

The ReSolve framework can be seen as a tool for businesses for generating circular strategies 

and growth initiatives. Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2015) argue that a great number of 

global leaders have built their success on innovations related to just one of these presented 

actions.  

Table 2. The ReSolve framework (Own processing). 

The ReSolve framework analyses CE in terms of three human needs, stated as circular 

mobility, food, and built environment. This analysis is made because it could contribute with 

an understanding of how these systems could look different from today and if they could be 

cost competitive (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015). The analysis defines, for each system, 

a potential future state which will be based on technology. In this study, circular food systems 

are of interest. Circular food systems can be described as regenerative, resilient, non-wasteful, 

and healthy. Therefore, farms would be located close to the consumer through urban farming. 

Fertilizer and pesticides would be minimized through organic agriculture where people would 

receive high quality and non-toxic food. Digital solutions have, in the circular food system, 

the opportunity to meet supply and demand that creates a less wasteful, on-demand system.  

According to Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2019) has the current food systems supported a 

fast-growing population which has provided economic development and urbanization. 

However, these productivity benefits have come at a cost and the model does not longer fit 

future term needs. CE for food is presented as a beneficial model with great economic, health, 

and environmental benefits, which include the whole food value chain and society. Ellen 

MacArthur Foundation (2019) states that there is a lack of knowledge regarding the negative 

impacts of current food production methods. In the report, Ellen MacArthur Foundation 
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(2019) concludes that for every dollar spend on food, the society pays double in health, 

environmental, and economic costs. Half of these costs, a total of USD 5.7 trillion each year, 

are connected to how food is produced. The report highlights the opportunities for 

implementing CE for food as getting more value out of the food as a way for urban food 

actors to influencing which food is produced and how.  

Critical reflection of CE 
The shift from a linear to a CE for businesses causes a wide range of practical challenges 

since it often requires a radical change (Bocken et al., 2016). Rizos et al., (2015) present 

several barriers for implementing CE in Small and medium size enterprises (SMEs). SMEs 

can, according to the European Commission (2010), be defined as businesses that have 10 to 

250 employees (Verheugen, 2006). Rizos et al., (2015) categorizes the barrier as the 

environmental culture, financial barriers, lack of governmental support and effective 

legislation, lack of knowledge, administrative burden, technical skills, and support from the 

supply and demand network.  

The environmental culture can be described as the attitude towards sustainable businesses 

where the manager plays a crucial role since they have the power over the strategic decisions 

of the business (Rizos et al., 2015). However, Bradford and Fraser (2008) also highlight the 

attitude from the sector that the business operates which also can affect the implementation. 

Financial barriers are often described as one of the major barriers to the adoption of 

sustainable practices (Rizos et al., 2015). Direct financial costs such as upfront costs and the 

expected payback period are especially crucial for SMEs since they are often more sensitive 

compared to large enterprises (Oakdene Hollins, 2011). Indirect ”hidden” costs are also 

presented as barriers such as human resources since it is often a crucial obstacle for the 

implementation due to SMEs lack of time and human capital (ibid.). Rizos et al., (2015) also 

argue that access to finance and sources of funding could be essential for SMEs. Lack of 

governmental and effective legislation is described as for example provision of funding 

opportunities, training, effective taxation policy, and import duty (ibid.). Hillary (2004) 

argues that SMEs are more influenced by regulations and local authorities than larger 

businesses. Lack of knowledge regarding the benefits of CE is another barrier that has been 

identified in SMEs. For example, possible financial gains from improving efficiency is a 

commonly neglected benefit. A shift to a CE often incurs administrative burdens, such as time 

and resources, which arise from the environmental legislation (OECD, 2010). External 

consultants are often used because SMEs often lack the specific knowledge regarding 

legislation which entails extra costs for the businesses (ibid). Lack of internal technical skills 

similar to the before mentioned barrier where SMEs do not have the capacity to identify, 

assess, and implement more advanced technical alternatives which have the opportunity to 

reduce the environmental impact and at the same time create cost savings (Rizos et al., 2015). 

Lack of suppliers and customers environmental awareness is the last mention barrier 

presented by Rizos et al., (2015). It can be argued that consumers purchasing decisions are 

partly influenced by environmental aspects, even if these are not so often prioritized. 

Although CE has endured a lot of criticism regarding the implementation, it will still be used 

in this study due to it being relevant and suitable for this topic.  
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3.2.2 Bio-economy (BE) and Circular bio-ecnomy (CBE) 
Another concept, like CE, that has gained a lot of attention in the last decades since it 

reconciles economic, environmental, and social goals is bio-economy (BE) (D’Amato, 2017).  

Reime et al. (2016) argue that the concept is not well established in Scandinavia and can, 

therefore, be categorized as new and growing. Hetemäki et al. (2017, p.12) define BE as...” as 

the knowledge-based production and utilization of biological resources, innovative biological 

processes, and principles to sustainably provide goods and services across all economic 

sectors”. The principle is rooted in the idea that industrial input, such as material, chemicals, 

and energy, should be received from renewable biological resources (D’Amato, 2017). For 

that reason, the forestry industry and agriculture, can both play a vital role in producing bio-

based substitutes for non-renewables (ibid.)  

As a political vision, BE is often specified as sustainable and circular bio-economy (CBE) 

(Viaggi, 2016). CE and BE are two different concepts that have developed in parallel, 

however, according to Hetemäki et al. (2017), these need to be connected to reinforce each 

other. One way of doing this is to move to a CBE, since the use of renewable non-fossil raw 

materials and products increases in a sustainable, resource efficient and circular way (ibid.). 

Hetemäki et al. (2017), continue their argumentation by stating that connecting these two 

concepts makes them stronger and clarifies how countries can reach societal goals. Another 

aspect is that CBE has the opportunity to present new functions for bio-based materials, such 

as longer lifecycle, improved endurance, and less toxicity, which CE cannot provide alone 

(Antikainen et al., 2017b). Reime et al. (2016) present another view of the concepts were they 

argue that bio-economy sometimes is circular in its nature. The authors argue that it depends 

on the treatment of by-products, that has to be valorized and treated optimally. For example, 

BE cannot be seen as circular when biomasses are used as waste incineration or landfill. 

Sheridan (2016) states that authors that are regarding BE to be circular in its nature are instead 

highlighting the fact that it incorporates renewable resources.  

3.3 Circular business model (CBM) 
The second section is built on two different concepts, Business model (BM) and Circular 

Business model (CBM). The purpose of this section is to introduce two concepts which in the 

literature can be defined in several ways. The aim is to present which definitions will be used 

in this study and to give the reader an understanding of the concepts.  

3.3.1 Business model (BM) 
A BM can be defined as a concept that …”describes the rationale of how an organization 

creates, delivers, and captures value” (Osterwalder et al., 2010 p. 14). Osterwalder et al. 

(2010) argue that a BM can best be described through nine basic building blocks that 

demonstrate how a business intends to make money. These building blocks are Customer 

segment, value proposition, channels, customer relationships, revenue streams, key resources, 

key activities, key partnerships, and cost structure. These building blocks are also included in 

the four main areas of a business as customers, offer, infrastructure, and financial viability 

(Osterwalder et al., 2010).  

Richardson (2008) made another description of a BM, where he based the model on only 

three components. These three components were categorized as the value proposition, the 

value creation and delivery system, and the value capture system (see figure 2). Value 

proposition concerns the product or service which offers to generate an economic return 

(Boons and Lüdeke-Freund, 2013). Value creation can be seen as the heart of a BM where 

businesses often create value by entering new business opportunities, new markets, and new 
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revenue streams (Beltramello et al., 2013; Teece, 2010). Value capture concerns how a 

business earns revenues from the provision of good, services or information to users and 

customers (Teece, 2010).  

Figure 2. Conceptual business model framework. (Bocken et al., 2014, Own processing). 

A BM can, therefore, be seen as a driver of competitiveness since it defines how the business 

is positioned in the market compared to competitors (Chesbrough, 2007; Chesbrough 2010). 

The design of a BM is considered as a strategic priority for managers and their companies. A 

BM can be described in several ways, however, this study will define a BM by the three 

components, the value proposition, value creation and delivery, and value capture.  

3.3.2 Circular business model (CBM) 
Antikainen and Valkokari (2016) claim that circular business models (CBM) and sustainable 

business models (SBM) can be viewed as a subcategory of BMs. Although the definition of 

the subcategory is the same, authors within the research field use different terms of the 

concept. To avoid confusion, the term CBM will be used in this study. According to Upward 

and Jones (2016), in conventional profit-normative companies, a successful business is often 

measured by economic performance. In the sense of sustainability, this view is too narrow 

which raises the need for a more holistic view of value that also combines social and 

environmental goals (Bocken et al., 2013). The traditional view of economic systems has 

suffered a lot of criticism because of its focus on efficient resource allocation, ignoring 

societal well-being and the carrying capacity of biological ecosystems (Daly & Farley, 2004). 

However, Joyce and Paquin (2016) argue that measuring emissions is not enough when 

investigating the environmental impact. Ecosystem impact, biological diversity, human 

health, and water use should also be measured.  

When businesses try to apply principles such as CE and BE into their BM, they use a CBM as 

they shift from a linear BM to a more circular one (Lewandowski, 2016). According to 

Bocken et al. (2014), a CBM integrates a triple bottom line approach since it considers a wide 

group of stakeholder interest, including the society and environment. Stubbs and Cocklin 

(2008) even argue that society and environment are the key stakeholders for such businesses. 

CBM can, therefore, be defined as a tool that: 

“...helps describing, analyzing, managing and communicating (i) a company's sustainable 

value proposition to its customers and all other stakeholders, (ii) how it creates and delivers 

this value, (iii) and how it captures economic value while maintaining or regenerating 

natural, social and economic capital beyond its organizational boundaries.”  

- Schaltegger et al., 2016, p. 268.
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Common activities which involve value creation in a CBM are often presented as repair, 

reuse, refurbishment, remanufacture, sharing, take-back, and recycling (Reichel et al., 2016). 

This opposes from the linear model where value creation mainly involves virgin materials. 

Bocken et al. (2014) present CBMs as a subcategory that differs from the linear value creation 

since it creates value from waste or is providing functions rather than products. Therefore, 

CBMs can be defined as models where”...the conceptual logic for value creation is based on 

utilizing economic value retained in products after use in the production of new offerings” 

(Linder & Williander, 2017, p.183).  

Critical reflections of CBM 
Both Reim et al. (2015) and Tukker (2015) are claiming that even though the literature 

indicates that CBMs appears to have benefits, the transition has been slow. Schaltegger et al. 

(2012) are also presenting one of the key challenges for CBMs as designing a BM, which 

captures economic value for itself through delivering social and environmental benefits. It is 

therefore not clear how social and environmental benefits can be compared to profit and 

competitive advantage for the business (ibid.). Chesbrought (2010) claims that existing BM 

for CE have limited transferability and there is a lack of a framework that suits different kinds 

of companies in creating a CBM. According to Chesbrought (2010) and Lewandowski (2016), 

there are very few studies focusing on how a CBM actually should look like and what 

components the BM should consist of. Difficulties regarding the evaluation of environmental 

impacts are another disadvantage that is often discussed in the literature, where it is difficult 

to identify differences compared with the traditional linear BM. According to Bocken et al. 

(2016), it can be identified through life-cycle analyses and material flow analyses, however, 

these calculations would not be effective since it is time-consuming and resource-intensive. 

Kirchherr et al. (2017) state that the central driving force for CBM is the customers, however, 

this view is often excluded which hamper the development of CBM. Although CBM has 

endured a lot of criticism regarding how to measure the benefits and the transition, it will still 

be used in this study due to it being relevant and suitable for this topic.  
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3.4 Conceptual framework 
The conceptual framework in this study consist of the theories that have been presented 

earlier in this chapter (see Figure 3). The purpose with this section is to illustrate how the 

theories will be used and are connected to each other in order to answer the study’s aim and 

research questions. The study’s aim is to examine contextual factors that enable and inhibit 

developments of aquaponic BMs. The purpose is to create in-depth insights on how aquaponic 

BMs are developed in practice and what factors that affect the development towards a CBE. 

What contextual factors enable and inhibit the development of aquaponic business models 

towards a CBE are the study’s research questions. 

Figure 3. Conceptual framework. (Own processing). 

Figure 3 also illustrates the different abstract levels of the chosen theories. As mentioned 

before, CBE is a combination between the concepts CE and BE since the use of renewable 

non-fossil raw materials and products increases in a sustainable, resource efficient and 

circular way (Hetemäki et al., 2017). It also has the opportunity to present new functions for 

bio-based materials, such as longer lifecycle, improved endurance, and less toxicity, which 

CE cannot provide alone (Antikainen et al., 2017b). In this study, CBE is an appropriate 

theory to use since it could help to examine if an aquaponic BM can contribute to a CBE. 

However, CBE is often referred to as a dream scenario but that lacks a contextual attachment. 

Therefore, CBM can in this study help to contextualize the concept since it is created for a 

specific context. A BM consists of three different components, the value proposition, the 

value creation and delivery system, and the value capture system (Richardson, 2008). It can 

also be seen as a driver for competitiveness. CBM can be referred to as a subcategory to BM 

since it includes a wider group of stakeholder interest and combines economic goals with 

environmental and social (Antikainen & Valkokari, 2016). 

Contextual factors are in this study conceptualized as internal and external. Internal factors 

are for example governance structure, corporate culture, and capacity for innovation and the 

external factors are for example government, market, and civil society (Gouldson, 2008). 

These factors will be used in order to examine how aquaponic BMs evolve in practice and 

what factors that enable and inhibit their development. 
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4 Empirical data 
This chapter presents the collected empirical data. It begins with background information 

about the chosen case company Peckas Tomater and follows with information about their BM 

that has been collected during the semi-structured interviews. This chapter also includes 

additional secondary data that has been collected from the company's webpage. 

4.1 Peckas Tomater 
Peckas Tomater is founded on the unique knowledge and experience from one of the founders 

Pecka Nygård (Peckas Naturodlingar AB, 2017). Nygård has more than 20 years of 

experience with recycling cultivation and has a background within fishing and education in 

gardening. For many years Nygård grew fishes in the ocean but due to the damage done on 

the environment, they were later moved to fish tanks on land. It began as a small hobby for 

Nygård as he tried different kinds of fishes and grew everything from melons to spices. In the 

year 2015, Pecka Nygård together with the entrepreneurs Hugo Wikström, Daniel 

Brännström, and Johan Stenberg founded Peckas Naturodlingar AB. The CEO of Peckas 

Naturodlingar AB is today Elena Petukhovskaya. To avoid confusion, the business name 

Peckas Tomater will in this study be used. The company has also developed an advisory 

board which includes three people, Pecka Nygård, Jan Smith, and Björn Frostell. Jan Smith 

works professionally with growing vegetables in Finland and Björn Frostell works as a 

professor in industrial ecology, at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm.  

Peckas Tomater’s core business is to provide high-quality products without any toxins, 

emissions or unnecessary transports. Therefore it can be stated that their business concept is 

to provide locally produced and high-quality vegetables and fishes to the growing market 

(Peckas Naturodlingar AB, 2017). Peckas Tomater has production all year around and 

distribute its products through retailers and directly to restaurants and caterers. They argue 

that it is due to the high quality, that they are locally grown, and that there are few 

intermediaries in the distribution that creates the possibility for a good margin on the 

products. Peckas Tomater also claims that their aquaponic contributes to an environmentally 

sustainable society since they use the latest technology where the fish nourish the plants and 

the plants cleanse the water, which prevents emissions from both the fish and the tomato 

cultivation. Another aspect is the closeness to the market, which implies that the 

environmental impact due to transports decreases. When packaging the tomatoes, Peckas 

Tomater uses plastic-free packaging consisting of 100 % carton. This result in them saving 

over five tons of plastic every year. That they only use renewable energy produced from wind 

power can also be considered as a way to contribute to an environmentally sustainable 

society. Furthermore, it could be argued that their locally located facilities contribute to the 

local economy by creating jobs for the residents. 

It is stated that the objective of the business is to lead the development in large-scale 

aquaponics and in this way become the market leader in providing food from aquaponics 

(Peckas Naturodlingar AB, 2017). The overall goal is to expand the business and establish 

additional production units in local markets throughout Sweden, and in the long term in 

Europe. Peckas Tomater’s first facility was being built at the end of April in the year 2017 

and is located in Härnösand, in the north of Sweden. The facility has the capacity to have an 

annual production of 200 tons of tomatoes and 20 tons of fishes. The next project is to build a 

larger facility located close to one of the biggest cities in Sweden, such as Stockholm, 

Gothenburg or Malmo. This project is being invested and built through new subsidiaries. In 

the year 2021, the goal is to grow vegetables on 100 000 m2 and have an annual production of 

6 500 tonnes of tomatoes and 650 tones of fishes. Another plan that Peckas Tomater has is to 
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develop the aquaponics for other vegetables such as cucumbers, peppers, eggplants, melons, 

and herbs. 

In the year 2018, Peckas Solutions AB was created as a subsidiary to Peckas Naturodlingar 

AB (Peckas Naturodlingar AB, 2017). They work towards creating a system that can be 

licensed together with service and support agreements. The goal is to create new sources of 

revenue for Peckas Naturodlingar AB and help the company to faster provide the world with 

more sustainable and environmentally friendly cultivation of fish and vegetables. This is due 

to the lack of existing systems on the market today that could optimize the profitability and 

production of recycling cultivation. 

4.2 Enabling factors 
This section presents internal and external factors that have enabled the development of 

Peckas Tomater’s BM. The presented information were collected from the semi-structured 

interviews that was conducted with the employees at Peckas Tomater.  

4.2.1 Internal factors 
Knowledge and key persons are seen as two of the most important internal enabling factors 

for Peckas Tomater (pers.com., Åberg, 2019; pers.com., Wikström, 2019; pers.com., 

Gambardella, 2019; pers.com., Petukhovskaya, 2019). They argue that without Pecka 

Nygårds unique knowledge and experience about aquaponics, the company would not be 

where it is today. Åberg and Petukhovskaya (pers.com., 2019) also highlight that the 

company has avoided many obstacles due to his already developed system. They only needed 

to scale it up and therefore they did not need to put extra time and money into developing a 

new system. However, it is not only Nygård that is seen as a key person. Wikström (pers. 

com, 21019) argues that all the employees possess a unique competence and experience about 

their own field that is crucial for the company. For example, the greenhouse workers have 

years of experience from farming, the CEO has important experience from the food industry 

and the marketing director has experience in marketing. Together, they all contribute to the 

same goal, to spread knowledge about aquaponics and to grow as a business (pers.com., 

Wikström, 2019). Therefore, company culture is also an internal enabling factor according to 

Wikström (pers.com, 2019). 

Another internal enabling factor for Peckas Tomater is their products. Wikström (pers.com., 

2019) states that a company based on aquaponics cannot rely on the fact that they have a good 

concept, their products also need to have a high standard. He argues that the concept itself can 

catch the consumers interest and get them to buy the product the first time, but it is the quality 

and the good taste of the products that get them to continue buying. According to 

Gambardella (pers.com., 2019), technology can also be seen as an internal enabling factor. In 

aquaponics the technology is crucial, and it is very important to find the right balance between 

the plants and the fishes. Due to the lack of industry knowledge, the company had to rely on 

the developed system created by Nygård and Gambardella (pers.com, 2019) describes their 

technology as old but completely new to the industry of aquaponics. The technology also 

enables the company to use less water, to reuse resources within a closed system and to not be 

dependent on the external environment. Wikström (pers.com., 2019) also states that the high 

investments needed at the beginning of an aquaponic business is not significant for Peckas 

Tomater, due to them being able to receive a cash flow from the investment within a couple of 

months.   
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4.2.2 External factors 
A mature market is according to Åberg (pers.com., 2019) one of the most important external 

enabling factors for Peckas Tomater. She states that consumers today are more well informed 

and wants to consume locally produced and ecological products and that they are not as price 

sensitive. Therefore, there is a demand from the market for more sustainable food and Åberg 

argue that it is due to this demand that they have been able to grow and expand their business. 

Petukhovskaya (pers.com., 2019) also agrees with Åberg and states that they started their 

business at the right time and place considering their business model to produce more 

sustainable food. She argues that this is due to climate change and that the demand from the 

market for more sustainable produced food has been a crucial external enabling factor for 

Peckas Tomater. 

Due to the cold winters in Sweden, it is not possible for traditional farming to grow tomatoes 

all year round (Peckas Naturodlingar AB, 2017). This results in a shortage of vegetables 

during the winters that force retailers in Sweden to import from other countries. Because of 

this, the market in Sweden is very sensitive to crop failure or other events that could affect 

imported vegetables. The political interest for local food production and self-sufficiency has 

increased in recent years and in the year 2017, the Swedish government presented a 

proposition regarding the future food production (ibid.). It involves that the government wants 

to invest approximately one million to develop innovative and competitive production and to 

stimulate organic production and consumption. According to Åberg (pers.com., 2019), Peckas 

Tomater can grow tomatoes all year around in their greenhouses. This enables them to supply 

the market with locally produced tomatoes even in the winters when other Swedish farmers 

cannot. Therefore the government and location can be argued to be an external enabling 

factor.  

The retailers are also an external factor to be considered (pers.com., Wiktröm, 2019). 

Wikström states that it is the retailers that enable Peckas Tomater to reach their customers and 

it is, therefore, important that they are satisfied with the company. Wikström also argues that 

the retailers could use Peckas Tomater, which is considered to be a premium product, to 

improve their image by showing the consumers that they want to fulfill their demands for 

more ecological and locally produced products (pers.com., Wikström, 2019).   

Another important external enabling factor is the local society. Wikström and 

Petukhovskaya  (pers.com., 2019) state that they have many first time investors from the local 

society and that they have been very supportive. Wikström (per.com., 2019) argues that this is 

because of an emotional attachment. That the locals want to support the company because 

they are proud of them and of what they are trying to achieve for the environment and the 

local society in Härnösand. Åberg (pers.com., 2019) also thinks that the local society is 

supportive because they want to be a part of the company. 

Wikström (pers.com., 2019) states that another external enabling factor is that they are a 

public company. He argues that they have a different view on the finances compared to a 

family-owned business for example. A family owned business may have other objectives than 

a publicly owned, due to them being owned by stakeholders that require them to make a 

profit. Another argument to why this could be an enabling factor is that they can have 

emissions to raise more money to finance their expansion (pers.com., Wikström, 2019). 

Knowledge is not just a very important internal enabling factor for Peckas Tomater but also 

an external (pers.com., Wikström, 2019). In Närpes, which is located in the Finnish 

Ostrobothnia, tomatoes have been grown for over 100 years at our latitudes. The knowledge 

and experiences from this are therefore unique and are included in their advisory board (ibid.). 
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4.3 Constraining factors 
This section presents internal and external factors that have inhibited the development of 

Peckas Tomater’s BM. The presented information was collected from the semi-structured 

interviews that were conducted with the employees at Peckas Tomater.  

4.3.1 Internal factors 
According to Åberg (pers, com., 2019), one of the internal constraining factors is related to 

recruitment. She explains that Peckas Tomater has struggled to find people with the right 

competence and experience, especially regarding farming since aquaponics is not a well-

known area. Another crucial constraining factor is that the business is sensitive for 

unpredictable situations. Åberg describes that the warm weather that Sweden had the last 

summer, in the year 2018, caused pests in one of the greenhouses, which they have struggled 

with since then. The outcome of these pests was that they had to remove all of the tomato 

plants that they had in this greenhouse earlier than expected. In return, this unpredicted 

situation caused a loss in sales since they could not deliver as many tomatoes that they had 

expected and it also caused increased costs. Related to pests, Petukhovskaya (pers, com., 

2019) argues that an internal constraining factor is that Peckas Tomater does not use 

chemicals and therefore they are especially sensitive for these kinds of infestations compared 

to other farmers that do use chemicals.  

Both Wikström and Gambardella (pers, com., 2019) present energy consumption as one of the 

most crucial internal constraining factor. This is due to the high costs and that the system is 

not that flexible. Gambardella explains that they have to have lighting in the greenhouses 

even though it is sunny outside and they cannot have lighting during the nights, which had 

made it possible to spread the energy consumption throughout the day. The reason for that is 

that the bumblebees that they have in the greenhouses are awake and are pollinating the 

tomato plants during the daytime. A solution for that is to pollinate the plants by hand, 

however, that is both time-, and resource consuming.  

Wikström (pers, com., 2019) argues that the lack of a well-developed industry is not 

considered as an internal constraining factor for Peckas Tomater. This is due to Nygård’s 

knowledge and well-developed system that they are using. However, an internal constraining 

factor that has been identified is how Peckas Tomater can use Nygård’s knowledge and scale 

it up in larger proportions since it has only been used on a hobby level. It is also crucial for 

Peckas Tomater to develop effective planning-, and management processes when planning on 

building a larger facility (Peckas Naturodlingar AB, 2017). This is because it may cause 

negative consequences for the business and its profitability if they fail to develop these 

processes. 

According to Gambardella (pers, com., 2019), it can also be a struggling factor that Peckas 

Tomater has to solve their problems by themselves and often “learn by doing”, which can be 

both time-, and resource consuming. The technology that is used in the greenhouses which 

control the temperature and humidity are as well made for traditional farming (Gambardella, 

pers, com., 2019). This can be seen as an internal constraining factor since it does not account 

for the water system that is used in the greenhouses which affect the humidity. Another 

internal constraining factor identified by Gambardella is the salmon trouts. They are very 

dominant in their behavior and a crucial factor is not to overfeed them since they eat even 

though they are not hungry which can be life-threatening for them.  
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4.3.2 External factors 
Åberg (pers, com., 2019) claims that one external constraining factor for Peckas Tomater has 

been the packaging of the tomatoes. In the beginning, they used paper containers with a 

plastic lid to protect the products, however, that did not last long since the lid was very 

difficult to put on. Therefore, they started to use containers that only consisted of paper 

instead. Those containers were not perfect either in the beginning since they looked smaller 

than the ones they used before and the tomatoes fell out of the containers which the retailers 

complained about. Åberg (pers, com., 2019) argues that it was a hard decision to step away 

from using plastic but since they wanted the products to be as sustainable as possible, 

excluding plastic was a natural choice for them.  

Another external constraining factor identified by Åberg (pers, com., 2019) concerns 

ecological labeling. Neather the tomatoes or the salmon trout can today be considered as 

ecological products since the fish is being grown under the ceiling and the tomatoes are 

grown in gravel and not in soil. Ecological products are well known and often entails an extra 

value for the consumer, which makes these products less price sensitive. This opposes from 

products produced in aquaponics since consumers are not aware of the benefits that these 

kinds of food systems contribute with. Åberg explicate this argument by saying that is is hard 

to change human consumption patterns, and it had been easier for them if their products could 

be defined as ecological.  

It could also be argued that Peckas Tomater acts on a competitive based market, which can be 

seen as an external constraining factor (Peckas Naturodlingar AB, 2017). It will always be a 

risk that increased competition from other market participants with significantly greater 

financial resources, may lead to reduced growth opportunities or that Peckas Tomater’s 

operations in other ways will be adversely affected. Another external constraining factor is 

that Peckas Tomater is active on a market that is expected to show continued growth and good 

earnings opportunities (Peckas Naturodlingar AB, 2017). However, it is a risk that the market 

will develop in an unfavorable direction for Peckas Tomater due to changed macroeconomic 

factors, rising energy prices, technical development, new regulations or other unaffordable 

external factors. Such events entail risks of a negative impact on Peckas Tomater’s 

profitability and financial position. 

Both Petukhovskaya and Wikström (pers, com., 2019) highlight the legislation regarding 

aquaponics as an external constraining factor for Peckas Tomater. This is because aquaponic 

is a rather new concept on the market and is not treated individually from other kinds of food 

systems. An example is the legislation regarding fish farming where nitrogen and phosphorus 

emissions are calculated. However, this is not useful for Peckas Tomater since they have a 

closed loop and therefore do not have any of these emissions. Petukhovskaya (pers, com., 

2019) explains it as Peckas Tomater is put in a “grey area” were the legislation does not 

concern aquaponics. Since aquaponics is a new concept it is also difficult to receive grants, 

which could be vital for the business’s survival.   
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4.4 Empirical summary 
To simplify for the readers, a summary of all contextual factors identified from the semi-

structured interviews have been conducted (see table 3). 

Table 3. Conceptual factors influencing Peckas Tomater. (Own processing). 

The table consist of two colums that seperates the internal and external factors. It also 

seperates the internal and external factors depending on weather they have enabled or 

constrained the development of Peckas Tomater´s aquaponic BM.  
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5 Analysis and Discussion 
This chapter presents an analysis of the empirical data presented in the previous chapter and 

the conceptual framework that has been developed in this study. The analysis has been 

divided into two different sections, Circular bio-economy (CBE) and Circular business model 

(CBM). The chapter aims to analyze contextual factors that enable and inhibit developments 

of aquaponic business models towards CBE. 

5.1 Circular bio-economy (CBE) 
This first section will analyse the concept Circular bio-economy (CBE) together with the 

empirical data. However, since CBE is built on the two concepts Circular economy (CE) and 

Bio-economy, this section will start with an analysis of those two.  

5.1.1 Circular economy (CE) 
CE aims to find a solution for how to maximize the value of products and materials and at the 

same time reduce the usage of natural resources and create positive societal and 

environmental impacts (Antikainen et al., 2019). Jun & Xiang (2011) describe CE through 

five features. First, consumption and production have to move from using energy that is 

causing pollution of the environment to use renewable green energies. Second, consumption 

of raw materials should be minimized and materials that can be recycled should instead be 

prioritized. Third, packaging with the purpose of dumping goods should be substituted to 

packaging materials that can be recycled. Forth, industrial waste has to be reduced and 

recycled. Fifth, foster recycling resources and reduce life waste landfill and incineration to a 

minimum. Today, Peckas Tomater possesses the largest commercial aquaponics in Europe 

with salmon trout and tomatoes, cultivated in a closed system (Peckas, 2019). Peckas Tomater 

could potentially be seen as a business that contributes to a CE since they use the latest 

technology where the fish nourish the plants and the plants cleanse the water, which prevents 

emissions from both the fish and the tomato cultivation (Peckas Naturodlingar AB, 2017). 

Another factor is that they only use renewable energy produced from wind power which 

prevents pollution of the environment. They also use materials when packaging the tomatoes 

that can be recycled since they have excluded plastic. It could also be argued that they create 

positive societal impacts since their locally located facilities contribute to the local economy 

by creating jobs for the residents.  

Another concept that has become important when describing CE is “cradle to cradle”, coined 

by McDonough and Braungart (2002). This concept can be divided into two main categories, 

biological and technical cycles. The main difference is that in biological cycles, new materials 

can be created from compost or other nutrients and in the technical cycles, materials that are 

not used up during use have the potential to be reprocessed and used in new products (EPEA, 

2019). In the case of Peckas Tomater, they reuse the nutrients found in the fish water to 

fertilize the tomato plants which can be seen as a technical cycle. This is due to the fish water 

being reprocessed and reused for the tomatoes which, in this particular case, can be seen as a 

new product. The fish water is then purified by the tomato plants and has once again been 

reprocessed.  

A tool that has been presented for businesses for generating circular strategies and growth 

initiatives is The ReSolve framework (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015). The tool is based 

on six different business actions as REgenerate, Share, Optimise, Loop, Virtualise, and 

Exchange (see table 2). The purpose of the framework is to analyze CE in terms of three 

human needs, stated as circular mobility, food, and built environment. Ellen MacArthur 
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Foundation (2015) describe circular food systems as regenerative, resilient, non-wasteful, and 

healthy. Farms would, therefore, be located close to the consumer, fertilizer and, pesticides 

would be minimized and digital solutions have the potential to meet supply and demand that 

creates a less wasteful, on-demand system. The first business action, REgenerate, can be seen 

in Peckas Tomater since they have moved from using not renewable to renewable materials 

when packaging their tomatoes and that they only use renewable energy produced from wind 

power in their greenhouses. The second, Share, can be seen in Peckas Tomater as they reuse 

the nutrients in the fish water to cultivate the tomato plants. The third, Optimise can also be 

related to the reuse of nutrients because it is a way for them to increase their efficiency and 

minimize their waste in production. Another factor is that the greenhouses are dependent on 

artificial intelligence that leverage big amounts of data related to, for example, the humidity 

and temperature, as a way to optimize the production. The fourth, Loop, is perhaps the most 

evident due to them recycling the materials such as the nutrients in the fish water as a way to 

extract biochemicals from organic waste and their choice to use plastic-free packaging. The 

last business activity that can be seen in Peckas Tomater is Exchange, as they use aquaponics 

which is an old technology but new in the sense of producing food in a sustainable way. The 

description of a circular food system made by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2015) fits the 

business concept of Peckas Tomater. Their goal is to decrease the Swedish import of food and 

therefore it can be argued that they are located close to the consumer. Another factor is that 

because they use nutrients from the fish water, they exclude fertilizer and pesticides and 

finally, aquaponics can be seen as a digital solution to create a less wasteful and on-demand 

system.   

Barriers for CE 
Bocken et al. (2016) state that a shift to CE for businesses causes a wide range of practical 

challenges since it often requires a radical change. Barriers for implementing CE can be 

categorized as the environmental culture, financial barriers, lack of governmental support and 

effective legislation, lack of knowledge, administrative burden, technical skills, and support 

from the supply and demand network (Rizos et al., 2015). Environmental culture can be 

described both as the internal attitude toward sustainable businesses (ibid.) and the external 

attitude from the sector that the business operates (Bradford & Fraser, 2008). As mentioned 

before, the manager plays a crucial role in the internal attitude due to their power over 

strategic decisions. It could be argued that Peckas Tomater never encountered this barrier 

since their business was founded on the idea of creating sustainable food production. If 

Peckas Tomater originally had conventional farming without a sustainable perspective, 

perhaps this might have been different. Then they would have had to implement CE into their 

business which increases the risk of meeting resistance from the employees which makes the 

role of the manager more crucial. The second barrier is financial and can both be direct and 

indirect costs. Upfront costs and expected payback period are direct costs which have been 

crucial for Peckas Tomater. This is due to the high investments required at the beginning such 

as the technology and facilities needed for aquaponics. Peckas Tomater overcame this barrier 

by becoming a public company and by having emissions in order to raise more money. SME’s 

are often more sensitive to the expected payback period which also is the case of Peckas 

Tomater. They are more sensitive for unpredictable situations that can affect their harvest 

resulting in a loss in sales which then will affect their expected payback period. Indirect 

“hidden costs” can, for example, be human resources. For Peckas Tomater these indirect costs 

are not only a barrier for creating a CE but also for them as an aquaponic business since that 

business concept requires a lot of unique knowledge and experience from the employees.  

Regarding the CE critic about governmental support and effective legislation, Peckas Tomater 

is affected in a negative way since aquaponic is not treated individually from other kinds of 
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food systems. The legislation is not flexible enough and cannot deal with food systems that do 

not fit the conventional description. This result in aquaponics being placed in between 

legislation which makes it harder for Peckas Tomater to receive fundings and effective 

taxation policy. Another barrier that in Peckas Tomater’s case is related to the lack of specific 

legislation for aquaponic food systems is the administrative burden. Due to them being placed 

in a “grey area” they also have difficulties in receiving an environmental certification such as 

ecological labeling. Because of this, they do not have an administration burden regarding 

environmental legislation. Lack of knowledge and technical skills are also barriers for 

implementing a CE which can be related to the before mentioned barrier regarding indirect 

costs. Peckas Tomater has struggled with finding employees with the right competence and 

experience since aquaponic is not a well-known area. Another barrier is how Peckas Tomater 

can take advantage of Nygård’s knowledge and well-developed system to scale it up in larger 

proportions since it only has been used on a hobby level. The last mentioned barrier for 

implementing CE is the lack of suppliers and customers environmental awareness. This 

concerns Peckas Tomater in the sense that their products cannot be considered as ecological 

products. Ecological products are well known and often entails an extra value for the 

consumer, which makes these products less price sensitive. This opposes from products 

produced in aquaponics since consumers are not aware of the benefits that these kinds of food 

systems contribute with. However, because consumers are more aware today and take 

environmental aspects into account, Peckas Tomater can still market their product as locally 

produced and free from toxins and emissions and therefore this barrier is not as significant as 

it could be.  

5.1.2 Bio-economy (BE) and Circular bio-economy (CBE) 
Another concept that has gained a lot of attention in the last decades since it reconciles 

economic, environmental, and social goals is BE (D’Amato, 2017). The overall goal with the 

concept is that industrial input, such as material, chemicals, and energy, should be received 

from renewable biological resources (D’Amato, 2017).  According to Hetemäki et al. (2017) 

CE and BE are two different concepts that have developed in parallel but that need to be 

connected to reinforce each other. A solution for that is to move towards a CBE, since the use 

of renewable non-fossil raw materials and products increases in a sustainable, resource 

efficient and circular way (ibid.). Antikainen et al. (2017b) state that CBE has the opportunity 

to present new functions for bio-based materials, such as longer lifecycle, improved 

endurance, and less toxicity, which CE cannot provide alone. At Peckas Tomater they water 

the tomato plants by using the fish water. In this way, Peckas Tomater can reuse the water 

from the fish tanks because the tomato plants purify it by absorbing the nutrients, creating a 

longer life cycle and a closed circular system. Another advantage is that they do not need to 

use any fertilizers because the nutrients found in the water act as a natural fertilizer. This 

results in the tomatoes being free from toxins and emissions. The energy is also, as mentioned 

before, only produced from wind power which is considered to be a renewable resource. 

Furthermore, Peckas Tomater changed their packaging from consisting of plastic to 100 % 

carton so that they could move away from using fossil raw materials. To pollinate the tomato 

plant they use bumblebees. It is possible to pollinate the plants by hand, however it is both 

time-, and resource consuming. By using bumblebees it is possible to create a more natural 

biological cycle in the greenhouses.  

As mentioned before, CBE are often referred to as a dream scenario but that lacks a 

contextual attachment. This is evident in the discussion regarding Peckas Tomater as it only 

catches the characteristics of a CBE and if Peckas Tomater fits the descriptions. It could, 

therefore, be argued that this concept can be seen as too mechanical as it do not consider how 
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it develop in a specific context. However, this concept are important to include in the study 

since the purpose is to examine the development of aquaponics BMs towards CBE which is 

difficult to achieve without a clear meaning of the concept. A way to conceptualize CBE is 

through a BM that are created for the specific context to where environmental, social and 

economic challenges are socially constructed. 

5.2 Circular business model (CBM) 
A BM can be described in several ways, were Osterwalder et al. (2010 p. 14) define it as a 

concept that … ”describes the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and 

captures value”. Richardson (2008) argues that a BM can be explained through three 

components, categorized as the value proposition, the value creation and delivery system, and 

the value capture system (see figure 2). A BM can, therefore, be seen as a driver of 

competitiveness since it defines how the business is positioned in the market compared to 

competitors (Chesbrough, 2007; Chesbrough 2010). As mentioned before, Peckas Tomater’s 

goal is to provide high-quality products without any toxins, emissions or unnecessary 

transports all year around. This description can be seen as their value propositions since it is 

their way to generate an economic return.  

Value creation can be seen as the heart of a BM where businesses create value by entering 

new business opportunities, new markets, and new revenue streams (Beltramello et al., 2013; 

Teece, 2010). In the case of Peckas Tomater, they create value by having an aquaponic to 

cultivate the tomatoes. Aquaponics can, therefore, be seen as their value creation since it 

allows them to identify new business opportunities and to enter new markets. It also allows 

them to receive new revenue streams since they can sell both the tomatoes and the fishes that 

they produce in their aquaponic. As mentioned before, they are also trying to create a system 

that is developed specifically for aquaponics which can, when it is complete, create new 

revenue streams since they can sell this system to other actors on the market. In the food 

industry today there are few actors that produce vegetables trough aquaponics. It could, 

therefore, be argued that Peckas Tomater is unique in the industry which can also create value 

for their customers. Another part of their value creation is that they are close to their 

customers. This allows Peckas Tomater to avoid unnecessary transports which result in 

reduced emissions. A closer distance also permits Peckas Tomater to delay the harvest 

compared to actors that export vegetables to Sweden because they need to account for the 

transport time. By having this delay the tomatoes can mature before they get harvest which 

gives them more flavor. The value capture concerns how a business earns revenues from the 

provision of good, services or information to users and customers (Teece, 2010). It is stated 

that Peckas Tomater tries to sell their tomatoes as a premium product which allows them to 

have a higher price on their products compared to competitors. It is therefore crucial for 

Peckas Tomater to inform their customers about the value that they would receive by buying 

Peckas Tomater’s products. 

A CBM can, according to Antikainen and Valkokari (2016), be viewed as a subcategory of 

BMs. In conventional profit-normative companies, a successful business is often measured by 

economic performance (Upward and Jones, 2016) but in the sense of sustainability, this view 

is too narrow (Bocken et al., 2013). This raises the need for a more holistic view of value that 

also combines social and environmental goals, which a CMB does (ibid.). Reichel et al. 

(2016) present common activities which involve value creation in a CBM as repair, reuse, 

refurbishment, sharing, take-back, and recycling. The activities that can be identified in 

Peckas Tomater are reuse, take-back, and recycling. This is because they are reusing the water 

from the fish tanks to water the tomatoes instead of using fresh water. The take-back activity 
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appears when the purified water from the tomatoes is returned to the fish tanks again without 

adding any fresh water. The last activity identified at Peckas Tomater is recycling which 

concerns their packaging. As mentioned before, their packaging is today made of 100 % 

carton and is therefore recyclable.  

Barriers for CBM  
A key challenge with CBM is to design a BM which captures economic value for itself 

through delivering social and environmental benefits (Schaltegger et al., 2012). It is therefore 

not clear how social and environmental benefits can be compared to profit and competitive 

advantage for the business (ibid.). Evaluation of environmental impacts is another 

disadvantage that is often discussed in the literature, where it is difficult to identify 

differences compared with the traditional linear BM. Bocken et al. (2016) argue that it can be 

identified through life-cycle analyses and material flow analyses, however, these calculations 

would not be effective since it is time-consuming and resource-intensive. At Peckas Tomater 

it could be argued that they capture economic value through delivering social and 

environmental benefits. This is due to their aquaponic, which produces an output (tomatoes 

and fishes) without toxins or emissions that they can sell while also creating jobs for the local 

people. While other businesses have difficulties with comparing social and environmental 

benefits to profit and competitiveness, it could be argued that this is not the case for Peckas 

Tomater. This is due to the fact that their value proposition relies just as much on the social 

and environmental benefits as the economic. This could be because they founded their 

business on these benefits and did not need to implement the social and environmental 

perspectives into an already existing BM. To evaluate environmental impacts is difficult due 

to the analyses being time-consuming and resource-intensive (Bocken et al., 2016). This is 

also the case for Peckas Tomater and because they are small they may not have enough time 

and resources to analyze this properly.  

5.2.1 Internal factors 
As mentioned before, this study’s analytical apparatus is to understand contextual factors that 

shape business development will be built on the work of Gouldson (2008). He states that 

internal factors are for example governance structure, corporate culture, and capacity for 

innovation. Internal factors that have been crucial in enabling Peckas Tomater to develop an 

aquaponic BM are key persons, Pecka Nygårds’s knowledge, and the internal culture. It could 

be argued that key persons are a crucial factor due to aquaponics being a new concept within 

business development and that it lacks a mature and well-developed industry. Therefore, it 

has been important for Peckas Tomater to find persons with the unique knowledge and 

experience of an area within aquaponics and then to enable them to put that knowledge and 

experience together. However, due to Peckas Tomater being dependent on key persons with 

specific knowledge, this also becomes a constraining factor. If they want to continue to 

expand or if someone quits, they need to find other employees that also have this knowledge 

which can be difficult, both because of their location (a small town in the north of Sweden) 

and also because of the lack of industry. Pecka Nygård and his knowledge is also a very 

important internal enabling factor for the business. As mentioned before, many commercial 

aquaponics fail due to the location, the high capital investments and lack of knowledge for 

example. It could, therefore, be argued that without Nygård, Peckas Tomater would not exist 

or at least not be as successful as it is today. This is due to the fact that Nygård already had 

developed a system that he knew worked and therefore they only needed to scale up the 

production and use his high level of knowledge. The internal culture also plays a crucial role 

in the development. Peckas Tomater has succeeded in creating a “we” culture where all 

employees move toward the same goals and share the same beliefs and values about 
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sustainability and growth. Therefore, it could be argued that they do not meet the same 

resistance from employees regarding implementing a BM towards CBE. However, this could 

be because the business was founded on these beliefs and values and in the fact that they 

could have only employed persons that already possessed them.  

Other internal factors that can be seen as enabling is the unique concept, that they have a good 

product, receive cash flow and that they already possess the technology. Aquaponic as a 

business concept is still quite new and there are not many similar businesses, at least not in 

Sweden. Therefore, Peckas Tomater can gain a lot of attention from the consumers by just 

developing an aquaponic BM. However, a business cannot only rely on a unique concept, but 

they also need to have a good product which Peckas Tomater state that they have. Aquaponics 

requires high capital investment and is argued to be one of the reasons that many commercial 

aquaponics fail. At Peckas Tomater this is not seen as a significant problem as they argue that 

they can receive cash flow from the investment within a couple of months. This may be due to 

the fact that they already have the required knowledge and resources so that when the tomato 

plants are in place, they know that it will not be long before they can sell the tomatoes and get 

a profit. The last internal enabling factor is argued to be technology. In an aquaponic business, 

technology is crucial, and it is important that the business finds the right balance between the 

plants and the fish. In this case, it could be argued that Peckas Tomater has had an advantage. 

The technology behind aquaponics is old but it is new to the industry. Due to the fact that 

Peckas Tomater could rely on a technology that they knew worked, they did not need to 

invest as much time and money into “try and error”, earning them a head start. However, 

technology can also be seen as a constraining factor for Peckas Tomater due to the fact that 

their technology regarding the control of water and humidity in the greenhouses was 

originally made for traditional farming. This creates problems for them which they are trying 

to overcome by developing a new system made specifically for aquaponic businesses. This 

may slow down the development of their BM since the process it is both time-, and resource 

consuming but in the end, Peckas Tomater wants to sell their solution to other aquaponic 

businesses which will earn them an economic return.   

The most significant internal constraining factor is its energy consumption. This is due to the 

high energy costs and that the system is not flexible enough. The greenhouses require a lot of 

energy and due to their use of bumblebees that need natural sunlight to pollinate, Peckas 

Tomater cannot spread the energy consumption throughout the day to decrease the costs. 

Therefore, the costs associated with their energy consumption can be seen as a factor that 

constrains Peckas Tomater in their development. Other constraining factors are the sensitive 

harvest and the salmon trout. Peckas Tomater cannot use any pesticides and therefore the 

harvest is more sensitive against infestations. This is seen as a constraining factor because a 

lost harvest means a loss in sales and that they may need to replace all the plants which 

increase the costs and hinders their development. The salmon trout can be identified as a 

constraining factor for Peckas Tomater since they are very dominant in their behavior which 

makes them unmanageable. Therefore, it has been very time-, and resource consuming to 

gather knowledge on how to manage them in the right way. 

5.2.2 External factors 
Built on the work of Gouldson (2008), he defines external factors as for example government, 

market, and civil society. One of the most important external enabling factors for Peckas 

Tomater is the mature market. The demand for more sustainable food has made it possible for 

Peckas tomater to grow and expand their business. This demand may be due to the consumers 

being more well-informed and that there is a higher awareness about climate change today. 
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The retailers may also have an effect on the demand. By offering their consumers more 

sustainable products it could improve the retailers’ image by showing that they want to fulfill 

the consumers demand for more ecological and locally produced products. It could be argued 

that the demand from the market is the most important factor for a business when trying to 

develop a BM. This is because, without a demand from the market, the business cannot 

survive. In the case of Peckas Tomater, the retailers can also be seen to have an important role 

when creating this demand. Without retailers’ support, it would be difficult for them to sell 

their products and reach their consumers.  

The local society is also an important external enabling factor for Peckas Tomater in the 

development of their BM. Many local people have invested in the business and are also 

buying the products, which shows that they are very supportive. This may be due to an 

emotional attachment that the locals have and the fact that they want to support a local 

business that values the environment and the local society in Härnösand. If the business was 

not located in a small town, this could have been different due to the fact that the emotional 

attachment may have been lost. Other external enabling factors are government and that 

Peckas Tomater is a public company. Their view on finances may have been different if they 

were a family owned business since the objectives often differ. A public owned company has 

to meet the requirements of their stakeholders and also make a profit. However, the advantage 

of being a public company is that they can raise money through emissions, which has been 

one of the key factors that have enabled Peckas Tomater to expand and grow. It could be 

argued that this factor is only crucial because they needed to expand their business rapidly 

and having emissions to raise money is a way of achieving that.  

In recent years the political interest from the Swedish government regarding local food 

production and self-sufficiency has increased. This is due to Sweden being very dependent on 

imported vegetables from other countries during the winter season. The Swedish government 

has therefore presented a proposition regarding the future food production and wants to invest 

approximately one million SEK to develop innovative and competitive production and to 

stimulate organic production and consumption. Therefore, support from the government can 

be presented as an external enabling factor for Peckas Tomater since they can supply the 

market with locally produced tomatoes even in the winters when other Swedish farmers 

cannot. As mentioned before, knowledge is an important internal enabling factor but it can 

also be an external. Peckas Tomater has an advisory board where they have gathered 

knowledge and experience from other external sources. The board has been an important 

source for knowledge and has helped Peckas Tomater in their development of an aquaponic 

BM. 

The packaging of the tomatoes can be considered to be an external constraining factor for 

Peckas Tomater. This is because they want to have a packaging that is sustainable, durable 

and that meets the demand from the retailers. It has been both time-, and resource consuming 

for Peckas Tomater to achieve all of these requirements and therefore it can be seen as a 

constraining factor. Other constraining factors are legislation, ecological labeling and 

consumption patterns. Aquaponic is not treated individually from other kinds of food systems 

and the legislation is not flexible enough to deal with food systems that do not fit the 

conventional description. This makes it difficult for Peckas Tomater to receive fundings and 

to get an effective taxation policy due to aquaponics being placed in between legislation. Due 

to them being placed in a “grey area”, they also have difficulties in receiving an 

environmental certification such as ecological labeling. Ecological products are well-known 

by the consumers and therefore they often entail an extra value for them. This opposes from 
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products produced in aquaponics since consumers are not aware of the benefits that these 

kinds of food systems contribute with. To change consumption patterns is hard, however by 

using a well known label it could be easier for Peckas Tomater to communicate their 

objectives to their customers.  

The last external constraining factors are a competitive based market and uncertainty 

regarding the future of the industry. It will always be a risk that increased competition from 

other market participants with significantly greater financial resources, may lead to reduced 

growth opportunities or that Peckas Tomater’s operations in other ways will be adversely 

affected. Another uncertainty is that they are active in a market that is expected to show 

continued growth and good earnings opportunities. However, it is a risk that the market will 

develop in an unfavorable direction for Peckas Tomater due to changed macroeconomic 

factors, rising energy prices, technical development, new regulations or other unaffordable 

external factors. Such events entail risks of a negative impact on Peckas Tomater’s 

profitability and financial position. This is a constraining factor in the development because it 

is not just an uncertainty for the business itself but also for their stakeholders. If there are a lot 

of uncertainties regarding the future, which in this case there are, trying to predict the future 

and account for all the possible outcomes into the BM are very time-, and resource 

consuming. However, by trying to stay at the front of the technical development and also 

creating other revenue streams, Peckas Tomater can continue to be a leading actor on the 

market and minimize the uncertainty. 

5.3 Critical reflection 
When discussing what sustainable food production is and how it can be achieved, it is 

important to have a critical perspective. Aquaponics have the potential to be make food 

production more sustainable due to the closed circular system that enables a reuse of 

materials. However, it could be argued that aquaponics cannot be the only solution. High 

investments and costs associated with aquaponics require vegetables and fishes that generate 

an economic return that exceeds these costs. This means that not all vegetables and fishes are 

suited for this kind of food production. By using greenhouses, aquaponics have the advantage 

of controlling the environment. In this way, aquaponics can give the vegetables the best 

conditions to maximize the output. However, this controlled system requires a high use of 

energy which increases the costs that could be avoided with traditional farming. Due to the 

higher production costs, the products often get a higher price. For the companies that 

produces these products, it means that they can market their products as premium products. 

However, this higher price could as well have a negative aspect since it excludes consumers 

that cannot afford these products.  

In this study, key informants at the aquaponic business Peckas Tomater were interviewed. 

They were chosen because they represent different parts of the company as a way to receive a 

wider perspective. However, it is important to acknowledge that the answers could be biased 

which may have affected the results. Another aspect to consider is that the results in this study 

are specific for Peckas Tomater. This is because a BM is created in a specific context and 

therefore all factors identified in this study does not have to be the same for every aquaponic 

business. If a case study was conducted in another country that is not relying on imported 

vegetables in the same amount as Sweden and if the acceptance for sustainable food 

production was not as high, the results may also differ. 
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6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the conclusions from the study will be presented. The aim of this study was to 

examine contextual factors that enable and inhibit developments of aquaponic business 

models. The purpose was to create in-depth insights on how aquaponic BM are developed in 

practice and what factors that affect the development towards CBE. In order to receive these 

in-depth insights on how an aquaponic BM is developed, a case study of the company Peckas 

Tomater was conducted.  

The most significant internal factors that have enabled the development of Peckas Tomater’s 

BM towards CBE have been identified as key persons, Pecka Nygårds knowledge, and the 

internal culture. Key persons have been crucial for them since it is few existing commercial 

aquaponics globally and that there is a lack of a mature and well-developed industry. Pecka 

Nygård’s knowledge has been identified as significant due to the developed system that 

Nygård introduced for Peckas Tomater that they only needed to scale up to fit their 

production volumes. The internal culture is the last mentioned enabling factor that has been 

crucial for Peckas Tomater’s development. Since they have succeeded in creating a “we” 

culture, where all of the employees share the same goals and values concerning sustainability 

and growth. Other internal enabling factors that have been identified, but that is not as 

significant for Peckas Tomater, are their unique concept, good product, cash flow, and 

technology. The most significant external enabling factor for Peckas Tomater is the mature 

market. Without a demand for more sustainable food, it would not be possible for the business 

to survive, grow or expand. This goes hand in hand with the consumers that are more well-

informed and that possesses a higher awareness about climate change today. It can be 

concluded that retailers can also affect the demand by offering their consumers more 

sustainable food as a way for them to improve their image and fulfill the demand from the 

market. The support from the local society is another important external enabling factor for 

Peckas Tomater. It can be stated that this support can be related to an emotional attachment 

which may have been lost if the business was not located in a small town. The last identified 

external enabling factors are the government and that Peckas Tomater is a public company.  

Difficulty to find key persons and energy consumption was identified to be the two most 

significant internal constraining factors for the development of Peckas Tomater’s BM towards 

CBE. Those factors were also identified to be the two that Peckas Tomater relies on the most. 

Without people with the right knowledge and experience and without energy for the 

greenhouses, the business would not survive. Other internal constraining factors were the 

sensitive harvest, high investments, the salmon trout, and the technology. The external 

constraining factors identified in this study were packaging, ecological labeling, competitive 

based market, uncertainty regarding future market development, change consumption 

behavior, and legislation. The most significant factor is legislation due to aquaponics being 

put in a “grey area” which makes it difficult for Peckas Tomater to receive fundings and to 

use certifications.  

This study explains a BM through three components: the value proposition, the value creation 

and delivery system, and the value capture system. Peckas Tomater wants to generate an 

economic return by providing high-quality products without any toxins, emissions or 

unnecessary transports all year around and is, therefore, their value proposition. It was 

concluded in this study that Peckas Tomater creates value by cultivating the tomatoes through 

an aquaponic and also by being located close to their customers. Peckas Tomater captures 

value by selling their tomatoes as a premium product which allows them to have a higher 

price compared to their competitors. It was also concluded that Peckas Tomater’s BM can be 
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seen as a CBM. This is due to the reuse, take-back and recycling activities that exist in Peckas 

Tomater’s BM. Another conclusion is that Peckas Tomater has been able to avoid key 

challenges regarding the implementation of a CBM since they designed their BM to involve 

social and environmental benefits from the beginning. This study also concludes that Peckas 

Tomater’s BM potentially could contribute to a CBE. This is because their industrial input, 

such as material, chemicals, and energy, is received from renewable biological resources. 

Their use of renewable non-fossil raw materials and products also increases in a sustainable, 

resource efficient and circular way. A key challenge regarding CBM that has been identified 

at Peckas Tomater is how to evaluate their environmental impacts due to these analyses being 

time-consuming and resource-intensive.  

It can also be stated that Peckas Tomater could potentially be seen as a business that 

contributes to a CE since they use the latest technology regarding aquaponics, only uses 

renewable energy produced from wind power, have excluded plastic in their packaging, and is 

seen to create positive societal impacts. “Cradle to cradle” has become an important concept 

when describing CE and can also be related to Peckas Tomater. They reuse the nutrients 

found in the fish water to fertilize the tomato plants which can be seen as a technical cycle. 

This is due to the fish water being reprocessed and reused for the tomatoes which, in this 

particular case, can be seen as a new product. The initiative ReSolve framework, coined by 

Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2015) have also been used as a way to analyze Peckas 

Tomaters business in terms of CE. The business actions identified at Peckas Tomater were 

REgenerate, Share, Optimise, Loop, and Exchange were Loop was the most evident identified 

activity. This is because they recycle materials such as the nutrients in the fish water as a way 

to extract biochemicals from organic waste and their choice to use plastic-free packaging. 

Barriers that has affected Peckas Tomater’s development towards a CE are financial barriers, 

lack of governmental support and effective legislation, lack of knowledge, and technical 

skills.  

Further, this study contributes with an in-depth insight on how an aquaponic BM is developed 

in practise and what contextual factors that enabled and inhibit the development towards a 

CBE. 
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Future research 
This study focused on what contextual factors that enable and inhibit the development of an 

aquaponic BM towards CBE. For future research, this study, therefore, proposes that more 

case studies should be conducted to further develop this research field. There is a need for 

more knowledge regarding how CBMs are developed in their local context and how they can 

contribute to creating a CBE. This is due to the lack of empirical data and, therefore, it would 

be beneficial to compare differences and similarities between cases. By comparing different 

cases and find factors that are significant in all these cases, it could enable researchers to draw 

conclusions that can be useful in a bigger context. 
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Appendix 1 

Interview guide 

This study aims to examine contextual factors that enable and inhibit developments of 

aquaponic business models. The purpose is to create in-depth insights on how aquaponic 

business model are developed in practice and what factors that affect the development 

towards a circular bio-economy.  

Research questions: 
 What contextual factors enable the development of aquaponic business models

towards a circular bio-economy?

 What contextual factors inhibit the development of aquaponic business models

towards a circular bio-economy?

Topics

Internal factors 

1. What were the fundamental factors that affected Pecka and made him change the way

he cultivated the fish? That is, when he stopped using the oceans and started using fish

tanks instead.

2. Were there factors that were critical for the change to happen

3. Were there some factors that can be identified and hindered the change?

a. How did you overcome these?

4. Were the some factors that can be identified and that enabled the change?

a. How did you take advantage of these?

5. How did Pecka come up with the idea of using aquaponics and to start growing

tomatoes?

a. Inspiration from someone else?

6. In what way does Pecka Tomater create value for the customers?

External factors 

1. Were there some external factors that can be identified that hindered the change?

a. How did you overcome these?

2. Were there some external factors that can be identified that enabled the change?

a. How big of a role have the municipal played?

b. Are there other institutions that have played a crucial role?

c. How big of a role have the market played in enabling your success?

d. Have the environmental trend played a big role?

e. Or that consumers are today more willing to pay for “better” food?

3. How big of a role have the technology played in enabling your success?

Aquaponics 

1. What makes Peckas Tomater unique?

2. What is your business model?

3. Why Aquaponics?

4. Why Härnösand?

5. In what way are you affected by the industry being so underdeveloped?

6. Are there any laws or legislations that are specific for aquaponics?
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Barriers for a circular economy 

 Environmental culture

o Sector and firm acceptance

 Financial barriers

o High investments?

o Help from an external part

 Lack of governmental support and effective legislation

o Laws

o Grants

o Tax reductions

 Lack of knowledge

o Underdeveloped industry

o No prior example on a profitable company

 Administrative burden

o Time and resources

 Technical skills

o Pecka Nygård?

 Support from the supply and demand network

o Demand from the market?

o Do you think you had succeeded if you started your business 10 years ago?




